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With the increasingly fierce competition of interbank and the continuously 
improved volume of business between enterprise and bank, hand-workshop 
operation mode, like the traditional single acceptance, approval and management in 
banking industry, cannot satisfy the request of financial service improvement. The 
approval flow system of enterprise’s financial service platform is designed for 
dealing with the increased volume of business between enterprise and bank and 
upgrading bank’s benefit and operation and management level in the process of 
solving these sorts of business. With truth of present technology, the designation of 
this system refers to operation procedure how bank deal with this sorts of business 
and fully consider servicers’ requirements, in order to satisfy requirement of client 
and bank under sound hardware profile. After officially putting into use, this system 
is expected to ensure the electronic transformation of financial service between 
enterprise and bank and realize processed, electronic and paperless business 
processing in the financial sector, further improving bank’s service quality. 
To improve the approval flow system of enterprise’s financial service platform, 
this dissertation specifically do the following works: First and foremost, it briefly 
introduces the background of this sorts of system at home and abroad; Secondly, 
after analyzing and contrasting existing technology, it confirms available framework; 
Thirdly, through the analysis of system requirement, it ensures the service flow and 
main design direction; Fourthly, it designs system structure according to service flow, 
data framework, property and safety; Finally, it states feasibility of this system from 
physical framework. 
Facing with the new situation of financial services development, it is inevitable 
to improve informatization in banking industry. This dissertation researches the 
approval flow system of enterprise’s financial service platform, effectively 
supporting the reduction of data transfer time, the raising of the efficiency of 
business approval transaction, the unification of business service standards, and the 
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and helps to informationization construction of other bank services. 
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